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BA Profile:
Shirley Cooksey

Benefits Administrator
Weatherford ISD

 
This year ahead of annual enrollment we’d like to take a moment to recognize hard-working Benefits
Administrators and give them a chance to share their best practices with you! As the main point of contacts
of all employees for all benefits-related information, the work BAs do is so valuable not only to employees,
but to Aetna and TRS as well. Read on to learn more about Shirley Cooksey, the Benefits Administrator for
Weatherford ISD, and her tips for a successful annual enrollment.
 
What is your professional background?
I attended the University of Memphis and I am an Air Force veteran. I have been married for 33 years and
have two sons. I moved to the Dallas-Fort Worth area about 17 years ago, and have been a BA for the last
12 years for Coppell ISD, Carrolton Farmers Branch, and now Weatherford ISD. I enjoy helping employees
understand benefits and make good choices for themselves and families.
 
What challenges does your district face?
Similar to other districts, we struggle spreading the word and inspiring engagement in wellness initiatives
and communications. I have found that targeted emails for annual enrollment and benefits information are
not as effective as we’d like so in addition to email we will soon begin communicating via text and physical
mailings like post cards. We also conduct staff benefit meetings to close the gap.
 
What does your average day look like during annual enrollment?
It’s very busy! As with other BA’s, I am dealing with terminations and making sure benefits term on the right
date, making sure payroll items are deducted or ended properly, conducting new hire benefit meetings as
well as current staff enrollment meetings, and dealing with the normal day to day qualifying event changes,
disability claims, and the like. A high priority for me is new hires – I keep a close eye on them especially
focusing on the billing and confirming when their benefits start with us and end with their prior district.
Making sure that the employee understands the plan they have enrolled in and keeping the billing as clean
as possible is important.
 
What are your best practices during annual enrollment?
I like to get a change report from our TPA for benefits every Monday and save monthly information in a
folder so I can make sure deductions are made properly and are correct in bswift. This helps me identify
things and keep track of everything! I also try to be as organized as possible taking notes when I talk to
someone on the phone, organizing my email, and sending follow-ups to capture discussion items.
 
Understanding benefits can be challenging so I like to explain things in a concise way and I monitor
enrollments. For instance, if someone has enrolled in the Select Plan, I will contact that employee to make
sure they understand the plan. I find it better for the employee and cleaner for billing to talk with the
employee upfront than submit an Exception Request later. In addition to sharing health insurance
information, I’m talking about a great deal of other things like dental, vision, disability, etc., so I’ve found that
talking about pros/cons across each plan, really simplifying the information, and providing easy to
understand examples is the best way for people to understand the plans.
 
How do you manage working with the annual enrollment deadlines?
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Starting in April I track terminating employees whose benefits are ending in June or July and contact them to
confirm if they are continuing their benefits through August to make sure no one is without coverage. Once
TRS announces plan changes and premiums, I update all premium costs for the new plan year and note
any plan design changes and email this to employees before they leave for the summer. I read all of the BA
Blasts and attend BA training so I can familiarize myself with any changes. During the new hire and open
enrollment process, I work closely with our TPA’s enrollers to make sure they are giving staff the correct
information. I also find it best to set up a timeline for TRS enrollment deadlines and subscriber card mail
outs so enrollees can get their cards in a timely manner.
 
Thank you for taking the time to talk to us, Shirley, and for all that you do! Stay tuned for more stories from
other BAs in the coming weeks.
 
 
 
 

 


